
Custom Flex Clamp Mount with Security Holder for 
Otterbox uniVERSE and Defender Series Cases

OTT-CFDCM

INSTRUCTION - MANUAL

CONTENTS:

718-963-9845

INSTALLATION:
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1.Attaching Clamp Mount to Holder

1A. Align VESA holes of Clamp Mount (C) to the VESA holes on the back of the holder (E). Using included tool (A), rotate in 4 
screws (B) until securely fastened.
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*Disclaimer - Ball Joint Warning 

Don’t attempt to 
adjust, tilt, or rotate any 
ball socket joints while 
it is fully tightened. Any 
such action will result 
in possible damage 
and loss of integrity of 
product functioning at 
full capacity. 
Manufacturer will not 
be responsible for any 
such actions by any 
person.

CAUTION: When 
adjusting the knob 
to control the 
positioning of the 
mount, you MUST 
loosen the knob 
before adjusting. If 
pressure is forced 
on the mount to 
move direction 
without loosening 
knob, damage 
could occur on the 
ball head.  

CAUTION: When 
changing the 
position of the 
holder, you MUST 
loosen the knob 
before moving. If 
the knob is fully 
tightened during 
the movement of 
the holder, the 
coupler could 
break and mount 
could become 
damaged. 

CAUTION! PLEASE READ BEFORE USE! 2. Adjusting Any Ball Joint
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3.Inserting Tablet into Holder

3A. First, make sure the holder is in 
unlocked position. Insert key (F) to 
unlock as needed. Using your hands, 
extend the holder in the Y-direction.

3B. Locate the X-direction holder arms. 
Using a screw driver (not included), 
rotate until loosened, then extend 
arms outwards.

3C. Locate the Z-direction grip arms. 
On the inside for both the top and 
bottom, there is a circular button. Press 
down to loosen the grip arms and 
extend outwards.

3D. Insert a tablet with compatible case attached. Make sure the two 
adapters are aligned. Once you insert the tablet with case, it will slide down 
to let you know it is in the right location. Then, retract the X-direction arms 
to �nd the right distance. Remove tablet and use screwdriver to tighten the 
desired position. 

3E. Re-insert the tablet with compatible 
case. Using your arms, retract the holder in 
the Y-direction and Z direction until securely 
�tted. 
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** Tablet and case not 
included. Shown for 
example purposes only.

** Tablet and case not 
included. Shown for 
example purposes only.

5.Adjusting the Flex Arm 4.Installing Custom Flex Security Desk Clamp Mount

5A.  Twist the SCREW KNOB of the 
arms anticlockwise to release the 
connection. Adjust the arms to 
your desired 
position and then tighten the 
screw knob clockwise.  

DESK OPTION

POLE OPTION

4A. Put the attached plastic insert on 
the side into the clamp.

4C.Clip on the clamp to the Pole. 4D.Twist the lever clockwise to tighten it 
securely.        

4B.Clip on the clamp to the desk then twist the 
lever clockwise to tighten it securely.   
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6.When Attaching the Cable Bands 
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7.When Setting Up the Cable with the Bands

6A. Take all the cable 
bands (D) and 
stretch them open 
to �t around the 
body of the clamp 
mount (C). 

6B. Repeat the 
process until all the 
cable bands are 
evenly distributed 
onto the body of the 
�ex mount as 
illustrated. 

7A. Take your cable 
(not included) and 
route it alongside the 
body of the �ex 
mount as neatly and 
tight as you can. Go 
through each of the 
cable bands so it is 
attached cleanly and 
snug to the �ex 
mount as illustrated.

8A. Remove (8) front screws usign a screwdriver (not included) as shown above. Replace front place with component (G) and 
rotate in screw until securely tightened.

8. Changing Holder Frontplate (OPTIONAL)
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